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The Trinity: A Guide for the Perplexed
2008-12-19

trinity is a core area of christian belief this guide for the perplexed offers a complete
overview of the theological history of the concept of the trinity as well as new
insights

Trinity
2018-08-27

this book explores the living font of all love the holy trinity the author writes about a
passionate and fruitful god whose creativity in loving brings all that is into existence
it examines the nature of trinitarian relationships and the loving relationship of the
trinity with humankind and with all of creation the book is designed to be read by
anybody who seeks a fresh contemporary understanding of this central mystery of
christianity

Time, Eternity, and the Trinity
2010-03-01

one of the vital issues in contemporary christian theology is the problem of a
renewed understanding of god s eternity and its relation to time this is not merely a
peripheral doctrinal issue but lies at the heart of our understanding of god and
humanity and contributes to our entire worldview this study focuses on a long
standing debate between two competing views on god s eternity one focused on
god s absolute timelessness in classical theism and the other on god s temporal
everlastingness in contemporary panentheism in contrast to both of these well worn
options this book presents an alternative trinitarian analogical understanding of god
s eternity and its relation to time especially through a critical reflection on karl barth
s and hans urs von balthasar s engagement of the issue this analogical approach
based on the dynamic and dramatic concepts of god s being in relation and of the
triune god s communicative action in eternity and time has the potential to resolve
the debate between absolute timeless eternity and temporal everlasting duration

The Trinity
2019-06-30

he doctrine of the trinity developed in response to a range of theological interests
among them the project of reconciling claims about the divinity of christ with
monotheism and massaging christian doctrine into the ambient largely platonic
philosophical framework of the period more recently the trinity doctrine has been
deployed to promote normative claims concerning human nature human
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relationships and social justice during the past two decades analytic philosophers of
religion have increasingly engaged with the doctrine there are however a number of
foundational questions that have not been addressed in the philosophical literature
the trinity a philosophical investigation considers the competing accounts of the
trinity doctrine whether orthodox or heterodox and aims to respond to objections
and explicate their motivations and entailments

The Trinity
2002

the premier volume in an exciting new series of guides to the core beliefs of the
christian faith the trinity provides beginning theology readers with a basic
knowledge of the doctrine of god s triune nature concise nontechnical and up to
date the book offers a detailed historical and theological description of the doctrine
of the trinity tracing its development from the first days of christianity through the
medieval and reformation eras and into the modern age special attention is given to
early church controversies and church fathers who helped carve out the doctrine of
the triune god as well as to its twentieth century renaissance the second half of the
book contains a detailed annotated bibliography of all major books written about
the trinity

The Trinity
2010-04-01

though trinitarian theology has enjoyed a resurgence of interest in the last few
years there is a lamentable lacuna in much of this study a gap between intellectual
rigor and concrete experience while the contributions of augustine of hippo and
thomas aquinas are important to any foundational study of the trinity a strictly
philosophical and scholastic approach has proved to be both contentious and
problematic as a result many are left wanting for more meaningful expressions of
this profound mystery anne hunt fills this lacuna and offers a fresh avenue of
reflection she explores the distinctly trinitarian insights of a number of christian
mystics hildegard of bingen and meister eckhart bonaventure and elizabeth of the
trinity teresa of avila and john of the cross william of st thierry and julian of norwich
readers will find that the mystery of the divine life and love that was so tangibly
given and so palpably experienced by these mystics is now offered to us through
them anne hunt is faculty dean of theology and philosophy at australian catholic
university she is currently vice president of the australian catholic theological
association she is author of trinity nexus of the mysteries of christian faith what are
they saying about the trinity and the trinity and the paschal mystery

The Trinity
1959
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foreword by walker l wilson the classic biblical study of the trinity unsurpassed in its
scholarship

The Trinity
2002

among seventh day adventists the doctrine of the trinity is often taken for granted
but increasingly it is opposed by a small minority who have retreated to the anti
trinitarian position of the pioneers in response the authors each a specialist in his
field trace the doctrine of the trinity through scripture church history and the
writings of ellen g white the first section surveys the biblical foundations of the
doctrine and addresses objections that have been raised other sections trace the
development of the doctrine in christian history in adventist history and in the
writings of ellen white the authors explain why the doctrine was resisted by many of
the leading pioneers the final section asks so what it discusses the theological and
practical implications of trinitarian belief worship and practice showing how it
affects what we believe about salvation atonement the great controversy and other
significant doctrines with glossaries bibliography and index this comprehensive
primer on the trinity will shed new light on the central beliefs of christianity and
show how god still leads his church into all truth introduction section one the biblical
evidence for the full deity of christ the personality of the spirit and the unity and
oneness of the godhead chapter 1 the strongest bible evidence for the trinity
chapter 2 the full and eternal deity of christ part i the new testament epistles the
old testament and the gospels chapter 3 the full and eternal deity of christ part ii
the gospel of john chapter 4 the personality and deity of the spirit and the triune
oneness of the godhead chapter 5 trinitarian evidences in the book of revelation
chapter 6 biblical objections to the trinity chapter 7 logical objections to the trinity
section two the history of the trinity doctrine from a d 100 to a d 1500 section three
trinity and anti trinitarianism from the reformation to the advent movement section
four the doctrine of the trinity and its implications for christian thought and practice
index

The Indwelling of the Trinity
2008-11-17

starting with the doctrine of the trinity vern poythress addresses six significant
challenges concerning god s attributes helping us to appreciate more deeply the
mystery that lies in each of them

The Mystery of the Trinity
2020

the trinity is the central mystery of the christian faith what can we say about the
divine nature and what does it mean to say that god is father son holy spirit three
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persons who are one in being in this book best selling author thomas joseph white
op examines the development of early christian reflection on the trinity arguing that
essential contributions of patristic theology are preserved and expanded in the
thought of thomas aquinas by focusing on aquinas theology of the divine nature as
well as his treatment of divine personhood white explores in depth the mystery of
trinitarian monotheism the trinity on the nature and mystery of the one god also
engages with influential proposals of modern theologians on major topics such as
trinitarian creation incarnation and crucifixion and presents creative engagements
with these topics ultimately any theology of the cross is also a theology of the trinity
and this book seeks to illustrate how the human life death and resurrection of jesus
reveal the inner life of god as trinity

The Origin of the Doctrine of the Trinity
1919

a critical figure in understanding doctrinal debates robert jenson s work is
nonetheless incredibly hard to get a handle on jesus in the trinity presents a much
needed primer on the theologian demystifying his work and exploring the place his
thinking has in the life of faith today

The Trinity
2022-03-11

1 earth moon and sun2 exploring space3 the solar system4 stars galaxies and the
universe

Jesus in the Trinity
2020-01-31

although the doctrine of the trinity is a core christian belief it remains contested in
terms of how it is conceptualized and expressed this essential guide expounds
different conceptual models and the technical language used to express these
models providing a complete overview as well as new insights into the area the
trinity a guide for the perplexed is an essential read for students of christian
theology

Jesus, Humanity and the Trinity
2001

a succinct overview of contemporary developments in roman catholic trinitarian
theology
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The Trinity: A Guide for the Perplexed
2008-10-19

as the triune god created the world so creation bears the signs of its creator this
evocative book by an influential christian thinker explores the pattern of mutual
indwelling that characterizes the creation at every level traces of the trinity appear
in myriad ways in everyday life from our relations with the world and our
relationships with others to sexuality time language music ethics and logic this
small book with a big idea the trinity as the christian theory of everything changes
the way we view and think about the world and places demands on the way we live
together in community

What are They Saying about the Trinity?
1998

provides a brief and comprehensive introduction to the mystery of the trinity tracing
the evolution of the doctrine from its old testament roots to its contemporary
expressions original

Traces of the Trinity
2015-03-10

provides an overall view of the history and the philosophical and theological
significance of god the trinity from religious anthropological and sociocultural
perspectives following the generative progressive method advocated by the second
vatican council

Trinity Guide to the Trinity
2003-01-01

this book introduces the main people and themes in the history of trinitarian
theology and analyses recent alternative readings of the tradition

From the Trinity
2020-10-23

in this volume pohle traces references to the doctrine of the trinity in the old and
new testaments and shows how the trinity is foreshadowed in god s covenant with
israel and in the fulfillment of the covenant in christ he then outlines a detailed
doctrine of the trinity drawing from the entire bible the liturgies of the early church
and the subsequent development of doctrine a discussion of various heresies in the
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church s history also figures prominently the second half of this volume deals with
the relationships between each person within the trinity along with the ways in
which the trinity is revealed through reason revelation and the acceptance of
mystery pohle asserts that evidence for the trinity exists in both reason and
revelation but famously states christians must first believe then inquire

An Introduction to the Trinity
2011

where did the holy trinity originate as a doctrine why did this doctrine develop how
can christians speak of god as three persons and also worship one god the college
student s introduction to the trinity examines how the doctrine of the trinity has
been interpreted in eastern christianity western christianity and by contemporary
theologians including feminists and process theologians

The Divine Trinity
2010-10-01

the trinity is one of the most basic doctrines in christianity and one of the key
doctrines that separates christianity from other religions this glossy full color
pamphlet on the trinity explains the trinity in clear easy to understand terms and
illustrations the trinity gives dozens of scriptures and background documentation
that supports the belief that the father son and holy spirit are all god not three
names for the same person this bestseller also answers misunderstandings that
cults and other religions may have size 8 5x 5 5 unfolds to 33 long fits inside most
bible covers the trinity pamphlet helps believers know what they believe and why
they believe it about this critical christian doctrine in 12 panels of rich well research
information the pamphlet addresses topics such as what christians believe about
the trinity the trinity and the bible misunderstandings about the trinity how early
christians dealt with misunderstandings the early church and the creeds important
bible verses and references the pamphlet provides interesting facts about the
history of the trinity for example more than 60 new testament bible passages
mention the three persons together theophilus sixth bishop of antioch syria is the
first person known to have used the word trinity in his work refutation of autolycus
ad 168 it s probably not surprising that a doctrine that s as critical as the trinity is at
the center of numerous misunderstandings for instance god is not 1 1 1 3 god is
1x1x1 1 the trinity pamphlet addresses six of the most common trinity
misunderstandings 1 misunderstanding 1 the word trinity does not appear in the
bible it is abelief made up by 4th century christians 2 misunderstanding 2 christians
believe there are three gods 3 misunderstanding 3 jesus is not god 4
misunderstanding 4 jesus is a lesser god than the father 5 misunderstanding 5 the
father the son and the spirit are just different titles for jesus or three different ways
that god has revealed himself 6 misunderstanding 6 jesus wasn t really fully god
and fully man the trinity pamphlet reveals how early christians addressed these
misunderstandings through some of the earliest statements of faith including the
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apostles creed written in the second century the nicene creed ad 325 athanasian
creed written c ad 400 chalcedoian creed written in ad 451 the pamphlet includes
the full text of each of these four creeds one of the most powerful sections of the
pamphlet includes a chart that shows that god and jesus christ share10 key traits
that are mentioned in the old testament as applying to no one but god another
chart shows seven divine attributes shared by father son and holy spirit with
scripture references for each

The College Student's Introduction to the Trinity
1999

there are few beliefs more essential to christianity than that of the trinity millard
erickson seeks to provide a lucid and judicious answer to the question is jesus
eternally subordinate to the father or is jesus equal with the father in addition to
providing rigorous theological analysis of that question erickson exposes flaws in
familial implications derived from the trinity this increasingly debated topic has
finally received a thorough careful and objective treatment

The Trinity
1999-07

the doctrine of the trinity confounds many christians because they do not have a
proper understanding of this truth they therefore lack the means to make it
meaningful in their theology worship and everyday life resurrecting the trinity will
change this in non academic prose this book explains the fuzziness and apathy
surrounding the trinity it provides a fascinating and erudite journey as to how it got
this way and then goes on to show how it is the center of everything and how this
glorious doctrine exudes with love vitality and richness an expert in historical and
systematic theology the author contends that the existence of god as trinity was the
central affirmation of the ancient church and the truth from which all other
theological understanding flowed however for us western christians both protestant
and catholic the trinity has faded into obscurity the light shed by its reality dimmed
to the point of nearly flickering out while we still verbally affirm the truth of the
trinity for all practical purposes we have lost its meaning and in the process lost the
biblical picture of jesus christ as lord of creation as well were we to deny the trinity
altogether it is doubtful much would change in our churches on a day to day basis

Understanding the Trinity
2001-01-01

the doctrine of the trinity was settled in the fourth century and maintained with only
very minor disagreement or development by all strands of the church western and
eastern protestant and catholic until the modern period in the twentieth century
there arose a sense that the doctrine had been neglected and stood in need of
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recovery in the quest for the trinity holmes takes us on a remarkable journey
through 2 000 years of the christian doctrine of god we witness the church s
discovery of the trinity from the biblical testimony its crucial patristic developments
and medieval and reformation continuity we are also confronted with the
questioning of traditional dogma during the enlightenment and asked to consider
anew the character of the modern trinitarian revival holmes s controversial
conclusion is that the explosion of theological work in recent decades claiming to
recapture the heart of christian theology in fact deeply misunderstands and
misappropriates the traditional doctrine of the trinity yet his aim is constructive to
grasp the wisdom of the past and ultimately to bring a clearer understanding of the
meaning of the present

Who's Tampering with the Trinity?
2009

what can the early church contribute to theology today donald fairbairn takes us
back to the biblical roots and central convictions of the early church showing us
what we have tended to overlook especially in our understanding of god as trinity
the person of christ and the nature of our salvation as sharing in the son s
relationship to the father

John Milton's last thoughts on the Trinity ... A
new edition
1859

the definitive classic on the triune nature of god it is the most significant work on
the trinity in one hundred years

Resurrecting the Trinity
2017

this volume gathers together twelve essays on the doctrine of the trinity it includes
the work of systematic theologians analytic theologians and biblical scholars who
address a range of issues concerning the christian doctrine of god contributors
include jeremy begbie julie canlis douglas campbell william hasker and christoph
schwöbel the volume also includes a new essay written by the late robert w jenson
shortly before his death

The Quest for the Trinity
2012-11-03

the trinity discusses the importance of the doctrine of the trinity for contemporary
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faith it explores the development of the doctrine of the trinity in church history
shows the modern issues and developments and speaks practically about the
significance of this doctrine for the christian life

A Detection of the Trinity
1984

this user friendly guide by a noted biblical scholar explores three crucial questions
that often pose difficulty for those seeking to understand the doctrine of the trinity

The Indwelling of the Trinity
2008-11-17

in a world where more more people believe that truth is relative it is crucial to come
to an accurate interpretation of what the bible teaches about the unchanging nature
of god questions answers will help you quickly grasp the importance of the trinity
including what is the trinity does the bible teach the doctrine of the trinity what role
does each person of the trinity play why is the trinity a mystery is belief in the
triune god critical this book uncovers the rich distinctives of the 3 persons of the
godhead illuminates the powerful ways god father son holy spirit works in the lives
of believers today

Life in the Trinity
2009-09-28

christians have always believed in the triune god but they haven t always
understood or used the doctrine of the trinity consistently in order to form a
coherent view of trinitarian theology it s important for christians to have a working
knowledge of the two legitimate models for explaining this doctrine classical
presenting a traditional view of the trinity represented by the baptist theologian
stephen r holmes and the roman catholic theologian paul d molnar relational
presenting the promise and potential hazards of a relational doctrine represented
by the evangelical theologian thomas h mccall and the baptist philosopher paul s
fiddes in this volume of the counterpoints series leading contributors establish their
models and approaches to the doctrine of the trinity or the relationship between the
threeness and oneness of the divine life each expert highlights the strengths of his
view in order to argue how it best reflects the orthodox perspective in order to
facilitate a genuine debate and to make sure that the key issues are revealed each
contributor addresses the same questions regarding their trinitarian methodology
doctrine and its implications
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The Trinity
1996-09

this book is the most comprehensive collection of readings on trinitarian theology
currently available

Essays on the Trinity
2018-07-23

The Trinity
2016-07-06

The Trinity
2001-01-01

Making Sense of the Trinity
2000-05

Knowing the Truth About the Trinity
2011-04-29

Two Views on the Doctrine of the Trinity
2014-09-02

The Trinity
2005

The Battle for the Trinity
1985
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